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Abstract. Company performance plays an important role in maintaining the sustainability of a 
company. Hilbrew Coffee, a coffee based company was establish in 2014. After 3 years running the 
business, the company still doesn’t have PMS to measure their performance. This research use 
Integrated Performance Management System (IPMS) as the framework in designing the performance 
management system for Hilbrew Coffee.  
 





Current information shows that Indonesia is one of the biggest coffee-producing country in the 
world. In 2015, Indonesia was ranked number four after Brazil, Vietnam and Colombia. This 
condition led to the growth of coffee trader and coffee lovers in Indonesia. This growing coffee 
sector generates a lot of business oportunities.  
 
Nowadays, many new entrepreneurs are emerging. New companies also appear along with the 
increase of new entrepreneur. Increasing in number, all of the companies compete to be the best. 
Each company should have a good strategy and a good internal systems to become competitive in 
marketplace. Performance Management System (PMS) becomes an important need for company to 
compete with others and maintain their performance in high level. 
 
There are many PMS framework in the world. In Indonesia, PMS frameworks that is often used are 
The Balance Scorecard, Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award, and ISO Series. This research 
uses Integrated Performance Management System (IPMS) as the PMS framework. 
 
After three years running their business, Hilbrew Coffee still doesn’t have any system to measure 
their performance. As a growing company, Hilbrew Coffee needs to be more competitive in their 
business and record a positive growth. This could be done if they have a measurement system to 











There were some PMS models that can be used for managing and measuring performance. 
Generally, most companies are using well-known PMS models, such as Malcolm Baldrige National 
Quality Award (MBNQA), Balanced Scorecard (BSC), and International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO). However, in this paper, we will use the Integrated Performance Management 
System (IPMS), or also known as Knowledge-Based Performance Management System (KBPMS) 
that is currently being developed by Wibisono for several reasons. 
 
According to Kaplan and Cooper et al. in Wibisono study, there were some limitations of the 
conventional PMS. First, there is lack of relevance implementing uniformed performance variables 
to each level of corporate structure; people on different corporate level see things differently, thus 
having the same variable for every level is irrelevant. Second, there is lagging metrics from the data 
collection of past performance; past performance might give false or late alerts because the data 
only represent the condition of the past, not the present. Third, conventional PMS is short-termism; 
it focuses on increasing short-term financial profitability by cost cutting, however it is no longer seen 
to be effective as cost-cutting reduces the ability of a company to improve its product which in the 
long run might yield more advantages. Fourth, the variables are inflexible; some conventional PMS 
are using standardized indicators, which are no longer appropriate to be applied right now in current 
business environment that is very dynamic and competitive. Fifth, it doesn’t foster improvement; to 
improve, a company could benchmark its performance with other comparable companies, yet 
Figure 1:IPMS Framework 
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conventional PMS doesn’t suggest such approach. Last, there is cost distortion; conventional PMS 






The figure below explains how this research will be done. There are several stages to be done, start 
from finding the problem, defining research objectives until proposing solutions for these problems. 
 
 




As mentioned, this research use Integrated Performance Management System as the framework for 
measuring company performance.  
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Resource Capability 




This research developed 16 variable with 18 key performance indicators for Hilbrew Coffee. The 
following are IPMS framework with KPIs that have been developed through discussion, interview 
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The data used in this paper are limited to Hilbrew Coffee’s data from April – July 2016. The data 
were entered to the framework and classified to a 1 – 5 scale according to a standard to measure the 
target and realization of each indicators. Both classification table and the result table will be given 
below. 
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This figure shows the result of company’s performance during April 2016. In this month The Number 
of Innovation performance result is below target because Hilbrew Coffee was focusing on diversity 
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Figure 3: Hilbrew Coffee - April 2016 
Figure 4: Hilbrew Coffee - May 2016 




This figure shows the result of company’s performance during May 2016. In this month, Hilbrew 
Coffee records a net profit of 47,89%, indicating that their performance is at top level. All of the KPIs 
in Organizational Output met the standard.All of Hilbrew Coffee KPIs achieve the target. In this 
month, there is new innovation and company performance exceed the target. This is an 




Hilbrew Coffee was getting better each month. This month, nine of its KPIs reach the maximum 
rating and exceed the target. The growth of corporate revenue is at 28,86% while the company 
target is at 5%. Hilbrew Coffee should revise and set the company target higher.The target of 
complain is 0%, which means no complaint at all. In this month Hilbrew Coffee received one 
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Figure 5: Hilbrew Coffee - June 2016 
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This month, Hilbrew Coffee manage to maintain the company’s positive trends of prior months. 
Almost all of the KPIs performance result are exceeding the target, and nine of the company KPIs 
reach the maximum classification criteria.Same with prior month, the target of complaint is still 0%. 
In this month Hilbrew Coffee also received one complaint from customer and make their 





This research found that there was no performance measurement system that applied in the 
company. Therefore, a new performance management framework was developed for Hilbrew 
Coffee. Using Integrated Performance Management System framework, this research developed 16 
variables with 18 Key Performance Indicators to ensure company performance is on the right track. 
 
This research also analyze company performance for the last four months. In April 2016, almost all 
of Hilbrew Coffee KPIs meet the target except ‘Number of Innovation’ indicator. Hilbrew Coffee 
didn’t reach the target for this indicator because Hilbrew Coffee was focusing on diversity of coffee 
products and doesn’t launch any innovative product. The next month, all of Hilbrew Coffee KPIs 
meet the target.  
 
June 2016, all of the company’s KPIs in organizational output and resource capability perspective 
meets the target, but not in internal process perspective. The company KPI Percentage of Complain 
didn’t reach the target. The target of complain is 0%, which means no complaint at all. In this month 
Hilbrew Coffee received one complaint from customer and make their performance didn’t reach the 
target. 
 
In July 2016, Hilbrew Coffee KPIs in organizational output and resource capability perspective was at 
best condition. All of them were exceeding the target, even reaching the maximum classification of 
result. But not with KPIs in internal process. Same with prior month, the target of complaint is still 
0%. In July 2016, Hilbrew Coffee also received one complaint from customer and make their 
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Figure 6: Hilbrew Coffee - July 2016 
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This Research suggest that Hilbrew Coffee should raise their target. In last 4 months, Hilbrew Coffee 
performance almost always reach the target, even exceed the target. It would be better for Hilbrew 
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